V-SHIELD & MODULAR BREATH GUARDS
reimagining food & beverage furniture for the hospitality industry

When versatile functionality meets high design, Mogogo Buffet Solutions can deliver an exceptional line of products which adapt to any venue or occasion. With a vast collection of tables, carts and accessories, the Mogogo collections are designed to create endless configurations from the same structural components. When you think of F&B furniture, think Mogogo – where beautiful, functional products blend seamlessly in any interior, while elevating design standards for your guests.

LINENLESS
Aesthetic, clean design with a cost savings in laundry, set up & replacement linens

MOBILE
Optional casters and storage carts make it easy to transport furniture

ADD-ONS
Functional & eye catching additions from signposts and canopies to breath guards and v-shields

MODULAR
A wide variety of finishes, materials & add-ons to customize each unit

SUSTAINABLE
Minimizing carbon footprint with the use of sustainable materials & concise packaging
standalone shield to fit any flat surface

The perfect addition to your current foodservice display, Mogogo V-Shields can be used on existing flat surfaces in your establishment. With features to turn corners and shield the ends, these breath guards offer complete coverage where necessary.

The brushed stainless steel black legs are equipped with magnets, notches, and anti-slip pads for additional stability and a clean gap-free appearance, while the acrylic shields are available in several sizes to accommodate your needs.
**MOGOGO V-SHIELD BREATHE GUARDS**

- **1/4” | 6MM ACRYLIC PANEL**
- **MAGNETS FOR EASY AND SECURE ATTACHMENT**
- **BLACK ANODIZED ALUMINUM**
- **1/4” | 6MM BRUSHED STAINLESS STEEL**
- **ANTI-SLIP PADS**
- **ALIGNMENT NOTCHES**

**REPLACEMENT PARTS**

- **MGSVSDPG0101** Wide Acrylic Panel For V Shield Breath Guard L 35” H 36”
- **MGSVSDPG0201** Wide Acrylic Panel w/ Opening For V Shield Breath Guard L 35” H 29 1/2”
- **MGSVSDPG0301** Narrow Acrylic Panel For V Shield Breath Guard L 20” H 36”
- **MGSVSDPG0401** Narrow Acrylic Panel w/ Opening For V Shield Breath Guard L 20” H 29 1/2”
- **MGSVSDSM0101** Set of Legs Brushed Stainless Steel Black Anodized Finish
- **MGSVSDSM0201** Set of Acrylic Corner Panels For V Shield Breath Guard L 10 1/2” H 35 1/2”
- **MGSVSDSM0301** Set of Acrylic End Panels For V Shield Breath Guard L 22 1/4” H 35 1/2”

_D=D=Depth  L=Length  W=Width  H=Height  •  For more information please contact your local Steelite representative._
Create an inviting, yet safe foodservice display with Mogogo’s Breath Guards. Designed specifically for safety while ensuring function, quality and aesthetics, these self-service breath guards are perfectly sized to protect the food and attach to Mogogo’s existing Modular carts. It simply latches onto the shelf to ensure proper security and steadiness, but is still portable and can be removed if desired.

**MODULAR SYSTEM**

**SELF-SERVICE BREATH GUARDS**

**REPLACEMENT PARTS**

- MGSADDSS1001 1x Set of Adapter and Screw for Breath Guard
- MGSADDPL0101 Acrylic Panel for 71” L Modular Self Service Breath Guard
- MGSADDPL0201 Acrylic Panel for 47” M Modular Self Service Breath Guard

D=Depth  L=Length  W=Width  H=Height  •  For more information please contact your local Steelite representative.
In harmony with high quality standards, these acrylic breath guards provide an ideal solution for the food & beverage industry. The high profile guards are intended for manned stations to shield both the staff and food. Available with end panels or a service opening, these shields will provide a safe food preparation and serving area.

MODULAR SYSTEM
HIGH PROFILE BREATH GUARDS

D=Depth  L=Length  W=Width  H=Height  •  For more information please contact your local Steelite representative.
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